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Abstract

The best solution to computer-aided solvent and process design problems can be only

achieved by the simultaneous optimization of solvent molecules and process operating

conditions. In this contribution, a hybrid stochastic-deterministic optimization approach is

proposed for integrated solvent and process design. It is a combination of a genetic algorithm

(GA) that optimizes the discrete molecular variables and a gradient-based deterministic

algorithm that  solves  the  continuous  nonlinear  optimization  problem of  the  process  at  fixed

molecular variables as proposed by the GA. The method is demonstrated on a coupled

absorption-desorption process where solvent molecular structures as well as the operating

conditions of the absorption and desorption columns are optimized simultaneously. While

deterministic mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) algorithms rely on well-selected

initial estimates, the proposed hybrid approach can reliably and steadily solve the problem

under random initializations. The combination of the advantages of stochastic and deterministic

algorithms makes the approach a promising alternative to conventional MINLP algorithms for

solving integrated solvent and process design problems.
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Introduction

The selection of solvents or other functional chemicals is significant for achieving processes

with better economics and lower environmental impact (Pistikopoulos et al., 2010). During

the past several decades, the computer-aided molecular design (CAMD) technique (see review

Ng et al.,  2015) has been proposed and widely applied to solvent design. For the CAMD of

solvents, desirable solvent structures are identified to match user-specified target properties

via either multi-level generate-and-test methods (Gani et al., 1991; Pretel et al., 1994; Harper

and Gani, 2000; Karunanithi et al., 2005, 2006) or optimization-based mathematical

programming methods (Odele and Macchietto, 1993; Kim and Diwekar, 2002; Sinha et al.,

1999; Pistikopoulos and Stefanis, 1998; Buxton et al., 1999; Giovanoglou et al., 2003;

Marcoulaki and Kokossis, 2000; van Dyk and Nieuwoudt, 2000; Roughton et al., 2012;

Cheng and Wang, 2010; Folić et al., 2007, 2008; Samudra and Sahinidis, 2013; Zhou et al.,

2015a, 2015b).

The  traditional  CAMD  of  solvents  is  based  on  solvent  property  objectives,  such  as  solute

solubility (Karunanithi et al., 2006), separation capacity and selectivity (Odele and

Macchietto, 1993), reaction rate (Folić et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2015a), etc. However, when

designing solvents for a specific process, it is very often difficult to relate the performance of

the  process  to  a  specific  solvent  property.  For  example,  Kossack  et  al.  (2008)  used  the

separation selectivity as the objective to design entrainers for an extractive distillation process.

However, the obtained entrainer was finally found to be undesirable in terms of process

economics. Usually, solvents have multiple effects on a process they are designed for. For

example, separation agents must offer high selectivity and capacity for the compound being

separated, yet they must be easily recovered. Reaction solvents are required to provide high

reaction rates but meanwhile, they should be easily separated from products. In order to

capture all tradeoffs between different properties of designed solvents, integrated solvent and



process design where the process performance is optimized is highly desirable (Burger et al.,

2015; Zhou et al., 2015a). Besides the property tradeoffs, there are also strong

interdependencies between the selection of solvents and the process operating conditions. On

the one hand, the specification of process conditions strongly influences the selection of a

suitable solvent and on the other hand, the selected solvent reversely determines the optimal

operating point of the process. Based on the above considerations, it is very clear that the best

solution to computer-aided solvent and process design problems can be only achieved by the

simultaneous optimization of solvent molecules and process operating conditions based on a

single process-wide objective.

Integrated solvent and process design usually leads to complex mixed-integer nonlinear

programming (MINLP) problems. The solution of such problems using standard MINLP

algorithms is usually prohibitive due to strong nonlinearities in thermodynamic and process

models as well as the large mixed discrete-continuous search space. However, the problems

can be tackled by using simplified process models instead of rigorous models. Hamad and

El-Halwagi (1998) simultaneously designed mass separating agents and interception networks

by using linearized process models. Zhou et al. (2015a) developed a method for the integrated

design of reaction solvents and processes where ideal mixtures were assumed and shortcut

distillation models were used in the solvent recovery column. Burger et al. (2015) considered

reduced process models in a first-step optimization to generate solutions that were used as

initial guesses for solving a second MINLP problem where full process models were applied.

Besides using simplified models, complex integrated solvent and process design problems are

more often solved via decomposition-based strategies. Hostrup et al. (1999) first used

heuristics to eliminate solvent and process flowsheet options, the reduced design problem was

then solved numerically. Buxton et al. (1999) proposed a decomposition-based algorithm to

solve the integrated solvent and process design problem. The algorithm decomposes the



problem into a primal nonlinear programming (NLP) problem with fixed solvent structures to

optimize process conditions and a master problem to optimize the solvent molecular structure.

The primal problem starts with several preprocessing steps where candidate solvents are

generated and assessed by physical property tests. Unsuitable candidates are discarded and

solvent structures are reinitialized. The algorithm was later extended to dynamic processes in

Giovanoglou et al. (2003). Papadopoulos and Linke (2006a, 2006b, 2009) proposed a

framework that uses multi-objective optimization (MOO) to screen solvents for non-inferior

options with respect to properties impacting process performances. A set of Pareto-optimal

solvents were generated from the MOO. A molecular clustering approach was then employed

to integrate solvent selection and process synthesis based on the obtained optimal solvent set.

This method has been extended for use in the optimal design of working fluids (Papadopoulos

et al., 2010) and working fluid mixtures (Papadopoulos et al., 2013) for Organic Rankine

Cycles (ORC). Eden et al. (2004) and Eljack et al. (2007) suggested another decomposition

strategy where molecular properties are first optimized to maximize the process performance.

Molecular structures that can match the property targets are then identified from solving a

separate CAMD problem. The corresponding algorithm has been developed and used to

design blanket wash solvents in Chemmangattuvalappil et al. (2009). Bardow et al. (2010)

and Oyarzún et al. (2011) proposed a two-stage method for integrated molecular and process

design where continuous parameters characterizing molecules are optimized together with

process variables in the first stage. A hypothetical optimal molecule is obtained and mapped

onto an existing molecule in the second stage. The method was applied to the integrated

design of solvents and a CO2 capture process. Similarly, Pereira et al. (2011) simultaneously

designed alkane solvents and a CO2 absorption process where the length of alkane was treated

as a continuous variable and optimized together with process operating conditions. A real

alkane solvent was identified in a subsequent step.



In summary, it is still challenging to directly solve the integrated solvent and process design

problems using standard MINLP algorithms. Most of the previous works rely on

decomposition-based solution strategies. In the present contribution, a hybrid

stochastic-deterministic algorithm is proposed to address the integrated design problem.

This article is organized as follows. After the integrated solvent and process design problem is

generalized and mathematically formulated, the hybrid stochastic-deterministic algorithm is

introduced. The effectiveness of the algorithm is then demonstrated on an

absorption-desorption (AD) process where the absorption solvent and the AD process are

simultaneously designed to maximize the process economic performance. Finally, results are

discussed and some conclusions are given.

Problem statement

The integrated solvent and process design problem is described as: Given a batch or

continuous process requiring a solvent and a process performance index, find an optimal

solvent and operating conditions of the process that give a best process performance. The

resulting MINLP problem is given by:

minx,y F = f (x, y, q)

s.t. h (x, y, q) = 0

g (x, y, q) ≤ 0

q = q (x, y)

      c (y) = 0



      d (y) ≤ 0

      x ∈ Rm, y ∈ Nr, q ∈ Rn

where F is the process performance index, such as a cost function to be minimized. y is a

r-dimensional integer vector of solvent structural variables. It indicates the number of

structural groups present in a solvent molecule. x is  a m-dimensional continuous vector of

process variables, such as temperatures, flow rates, compositions, etc. Both x and y are

independent design variables being optimized. q is  a n-dimensional continuous vector of

dependent state variables that are determined by x and y. h (x, y, q) = 0 represent

thermodynamic and process models, such as activity coefficient equations, mass and heat

balances, equipment sizing, etc. g (x, y, q) ≤ 0 are specifications on process operating limits. c

(y) = 0 are structural feasibility rules and d (y) ≤ 0 represent molecular complexity and solvent

property constraints. Both of them contain molecular variables only.

Hybrid stochastic-deterministic algorithm

Due to the non-convexity of the integrated solvent and process design problem, global

solutions can be only obtained by using global MINLP algorithms (Sahinidis, 1996; Misener

and Floudas, 2013). However, they are at the moment too expensive to be implemented,

especially for problems where rigorous process models are used. For such problems, local

deterministic methods are normally employed and these methods cannot guarantee global

optimality. Without good initial estimates, poor suboptimal or infeasible solutions are often

obtained. Burger et al. (2015) considered reduced process models in a first-step multiobjective

optimization to generate a set of Pareto-optimal solutions. These solutions were used as initial



guesses for solving a second MINLP problem where full process models are applied. Starting

from different initial estimates, the problem was solved multiple times and the probability of

finding high-quality solutions was thus increased.

In comparison with deterministic methods, stochastic optimization methods favor the search

of global or near-global designs with random initializations (Biegler, 2014; Rangaiah, 2010).

They have been proven to be very efficient for solving discrete optimization problems

(Rangaiah, 2010). However, stochastic optimization methods are usually restricted to

unconstrained or simple boundary-constrained problems. By contrast, deterministic

algorithms can efficiently handle nonlinear constraints and are preferable methods for

large-scale nonlinear programming (NLP) problems. Moscato (1989) first introduced a

memetic algorithm that combines population-based stochastic algorithms with local

refinement strategies. Since then, many combined stochastic and deterministic algorithms

have been proposed and applied to various optimization problems including chemical process

synthesis (Athier et al., 1997; Urselmann et al., 2011a; Skiborowski et al., 2015) and

industry-scale distillation and reactive distillation design (Gómez et al., 2006; Urselmann et

al., 2011b). Studies have shown that the optimization approach that combines advantages of

stochastic and deterministic algorithms can considerably improve the optimization

performance in terms of solution quality and computational cost (Lima et al., 2006; Molina et

al., 2010).

The genetic algorithm (GA) is one of the most prominent evolutionary-based stochastic

algorithms  (Affenzeller  et  al.,  2009).  It  has  been  proven  to  be  very  efficient  in  solving

optimization problems with large combinatorial and/or discontinuous search spaces, such as



molecular design (Venkatasubramanian et al., 1994; van Dyk and Nieuwoudt, 2000; Xu and

Diwekar, 2005; Herring and Eden, 2015). In order to apply the GA to molecular design,

molecular structures must be expressed in a readable and operable form. In our previous work

(Zhou et al., 2015c), an efficient molecular encoding method was proposed where molecules

are represented as tree structures and encoded in the form of a dynamic list with UNIFAC

groups as tree nodes. In the dynamic tree structure, each group node is a structural array with

four fields (see Figure 1). The first two fields provide group identity information including

group ID number and group valence. The last two contain group connectivity information

with “Size” denoting the number of group nodes in the sub-tree and “*Child” a pointer

indicating the location of connected child nodes. The number of child nodes of a group node

depends on the valence of the group and the position of the node. The dynamic tree structure

is exemplified with the 2-butanol molecule in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Structure of the group node in molecular trees
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Figure 2: The dynamic tree structure of 2-butanol (Each group is assigned with an ID number.

ID = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 represent the CH3, CH2, CH, C, and OH groups, respectively)

It is worth noting that the proposed dynamic tree structure facilitates the handling of genetic

operations and always guarantees structurally feasible molecules (Zhou et al., 2015c). Based

on the molecular encoding method, a GA has been developed and used to design solvents for

chemical reactions (for more information, please refer to Zhou et al., 2015c).

In this contribution, a hybrid optimization algorithm that combines the GA developed in Zhou

et al. (2015c) with a deterministic NLP algorithm is proposed to solve complex integrated
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solvent and process design problems. In the hybrid stochastic-deterministic algorithm, the

optimization of discrete molecular variables is performed by the GA and all the continuous

process variables are optimized by a gradient-based NLP solver at fixed solvent molecules

proposed by the GA. The general structure of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3 with the

major steps summarized as follows.

1. To  start  a  program,  first  set  GA  parameters  and  specify  a  set  of  structural  groups  from

which solvent molecules are generated.

2. Randomly initialize solvent molecules for the first generation using the dynamic tree

structure.

3. Optimize process variables using the gradient-based CONOPT solver (Drud, 1994) at fixed

molecular variables and return the optimal solution as well as process objective. This

procedure is performed for all the molecules in the generation.

4. Assign a fitness value to each molecule in the generation based on the corresponding

process objective value.

5. Select parent molecules from the current generation based on the roulette wheel selection

rule (Lipowski and Lipowska, 2012).

6. Create offspring molecules for the next generation via genetic operations (Zhou et al.,

2015c) performed on the selected parents. Repeat Step 3 and Step 4.

7. The computation is terminated if predefined stopping criteria are satisfied (usually a

maximum number of generations is specified). The best solution in the current generation

represents the final solution to the design problem which includes an optimal solvent

structure and the corresponding best process operating conditions. If the criteria are not

satisfied, i = i +1 and return to Step 5.



Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the hybrid stochastic-deterministic algorithm

The result of each calculation including the optimal solution and process objective value is

recorded in a database, which provides two advantages. On the one hand, if a molecule that

has been previously tested is created, the result is directly exported from the database without

re-optimizing the process using the NLP solver. This strategy helps saving a lot of

computational efforts. On the other hand, the construction of the database facilitates the

generation of a list of top solutions after the entire computation terminates. These solutions

can be more rigorously evaluated e.g., by experiments before a final decision is made.
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Case study

The proposed algorithm is demonstrated on an absorption-desorption (AD) process which

consists of an absorption column to separate acetone from air, a desorption column for

recovering the absorption solvent, two internal heat exchangers, one cooler, and one heater

(see Figure 4). Both absorption and desorption columns are operated at atmospheric pressure.

The operating temperatures (Tab and  Tde) are considered as key process variables to be

optimized. Ideal gas phase behaviour is assumed due to the low operating pressure. The

UNIFAC model is used to predict the non-ideality of the components in the liquid phases. The

dissolution of air in the solvent and the vaporization of the solvent are neglected. A rate-based

mass transfer approach is employed to determine the packing heights of the absorption and

desorption columns.

Figure 4: Flowsheet of the AD process
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Based on environmental considerations, only non-halogenated acyclic hydrocarbons are

considered  as  potential  solvents.  As  a  result,  the  structural  groups  from  which  solvent

molecules are built are limited to: CH3, CH2, CH, C, OH, CH3CO (carbonyl), CH2CO

(carbonyl), CHO (aldehyde), CH3COO (acetate), CH2COO (acetate), HCOO (formate), OCH3

(ether), OCH2 (ether), OCH (ether), and COOH. Structural feasibility constraints are omitted

because the employed molecular encoding method already guarantees structurally feasible

molecules. Taking into account the limitation and accuracy of first-order group contribution

(GC) methods, the designed molecules should have no more than 10 groups and at most two

functional groups (Giovanoglou et al., 2003). In order to rationalize the assumption of

non-volatility of the solvent, the lower bound of solvent boiling point is set to 370 K. Whereas

these molecular complexity and solvent property constraints are handled as inequality

constraints in deterministic solvent design, in this work each molecule generated by the GA is

tested against these constraints and those violating the constraints are immediately discarded.

Solvent molecules are continuously created and tested until a pre-specified number (i.e., the

population size of a generation) of molecules are obtained.

In order to obtain high-quality solutions in a reasonable computational time, GA parameters

should be properly selected. The selection of GA parameters is task-specific. The population

size and maximum number of generations are normally selected according to the size of the

design space. In this case study, the maximum number of generations was set to 30 and each

generation includes 11 molecule individuals. Increasing the probabilities of genetic operations

facilitates the generation of new individuals during the evolution and therefore increases the

possibility of finding high-quality solutions. However, this action can slow down the



convergence of the GA computation. Considering the tradeoff between the solution quality

and computational cost, the probabilities of performing mutation, crossover, insertion, and

deletion  operations  were  set  to  0.3,  0.3,  0.6,  and  0.6,  respectively.  The  probabilities  of  the

insertion and deletion operations were set higher than those of mutation and crossover in

order to favor the generation of molecules with different sizes. In order to ensure that the best

individual in a generation does not deteriorate with the increasing of generation, the best

molecule in one generation is directly passed into the next generation without any

modifications. In GAs, each individual solution is evaluated and assigned with a fitness value

that tells how desirable the solution is. In this case study, the fitness function is defined as the

total annual cost (TAC) of the AD process.

Physical property models

Pure component properties

Physical properties of solvent and acetone are estimated by first-order GC models where the

required information is the number and type of structural groups present in the molecule.

There are a few GC methods (Constantinou and Gani, 1994; Marrero and Gani, 2001;

Scilipoti et al., 2014) for predicting pure component physical properties. The most recently

developed models reported in Scilipoti et al. (2014) are considered to have the overall highest

prediction accuracy and therefore are mainly employed in this work.

Critical pressure (Scilipoti et al., 2014)
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Critical volume (Scilipoti et al., 2014)
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Normal melting temperature (Constantinou and Gani, 1994)
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Mixture properties

Infinite dilution diffusion coefficient (Poling et al., 2001)
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The overall mass transfer coefficient is calculated from:
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Ky values in the absorption and desorption columns are determined individually according to

Eqs. (10) − (18).

Process and cost models

Mass balances in the absorption and desorption columns
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The flow rates of acetone in the gas and liquid phases are expressed by:
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Eqs. (21), (24), and (25) holds for the entire columns including inlet and outlet streams.

Connectivity constraints for the recycle streams
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Eq. (29) is used to determine the packing heights of the absorption and desorption columns

(i.e., Zab and Zde) with the vapor-liquid equilibrium condition stated in Eq. (30). Finite

difference methods (FDM) were used to solve the differential equations. Specifically, the

entire solute-concentration range (from yA,in to yA,out)  was discretized into 30 regions and for

each region, the differential equations were discretized and solved as algebraic equations.
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The temperature and solvent dependent activity coefficient of acetone γA is calculated by the



reformulated  UNIFAC model  (Buxton  et  al.,  1999).  In  the  model,  the  activity  coefficient  of

component i is given by:
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Van der Waals volume Ri and surface area Qi for component i
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Interaction parameters between group mj and group j

( )Ta jmjjmj /exp ,, -=y                   (41)



In the UNIFAC model, ni,j represents the number of group j in component i. In this case study,

there are only two components (acetone and the solvent) present in the liquid phase. nA,j is

known for the acetone molecule and nS,j is the molecular variable of solvent to be optimized.

In order to ensure that the designed solvent is liquid in both absorption and desorption

columns, the following inequality constraints are defined.

Tm,S < Tab, Tm,S < Tde                  (42)

Tb,S > Tab, Tb,S > Tde                  (43)

The TAC of the process includes annual utility cost (UC) and annual capital investment (CI).
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Heating duty:
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The utility cost majorly consists of refrigeration electricity cost UCC and heating steam cost

UCH (Towler and Sinnott, 2012).
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Total annual utility cost

HCtotal UCUCUC +=                  (54)

Annual capital investment of the absorption and desorption columns (Loh et al., 2002)
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Total annual capital investment

deabtotal CICICI +=                   (61)

Finally,

totaltotal UCCITAC +=                  (62)



Results and discussion

The GA was encoded in C and run in Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 (Kruglinski et al., 1998). The

nonlinear process optimization problem was solved by use of CONOPT (Drud, 1994) in the

GAMS modelling environment (Rosenthal, 2006). In order to evaluate the performance and

robustness of the hybrid algorithm, 10 optimization runs were consecutively performed with

the results summarized in Table 1. The CPU time for a typical run is about 20 minutes. 9 of the

10 runs result in the same optimum (Solution 1, Table 1) with CH3COOH as the best solvent. In

the remaining one run, another solution (Solution 2, Table 1) with the solvent CH3CH2COOH

was found. In order to more clearly recognize the reliability of the method, all the solvents (the

total number is 1696) in the design space were enumerated and evaluated. Solution 1 and

Solution 2 have been proven to be the best and the second best solutions, respectively. This high

probability of finding the best solutions from random initializations demonstrates the high

reliability and robustness of the method.

Table 1: Results of 10 consecutive optimization runs

Solution 1 Solution 2

Optimal solvent CH3COOH CH3CH2COOH

Tab (K) 303.54 304.17

Tde (K) 325.38 326.28

Zab (cm) 199.89 241.12

Zde (cm) 311.93 382.62

UCC ($/year) 261.28 362.78

UCH ($/year) 2264.75 2846.80

CItotal ($/year) 1728.36 1827.49

TAC ($/year) 4254.39 5037.07



For better comparison, the problem has also been handled by deterministic MINLP algorithms,

including the global solver BARON and local solvers DICOPT and SBB (Brooke et al., 1998).

For each solver, the problem has been solved multiple times starting from different initial

estimates. The result shows that the problem cannot be successfully settled by BARON within a

reasonable amount of time. The performances of DICOPT and SBB are very similar. Both of

them rely much on good initializations. Over 80% of the runs failed to find any feasible

solutions and only about 5.0% of them succeeded to identify the best known solution (Solution

1, Table 1). More details on the solved MINLP problem are provided in Table 2.

Table 2: Computational details of the solved MINLP problem (CONOPT for NLP

subproblems and CPLEX for MILP subproblems)

Solver DICOPT

Number of continuous variables 1198

Number of discrete variables 14

Number of equations 1190

Number of NLPs 6

NLP CPU time / MILP CPU time (s) 231.2 / 4.0

Total CPU time (s) 235.8

As  described  before,  the  result  of  each  calculation  including  the  optimal  solution  and  the

corresponding process TAC value is recorded in a database. A list of top solutions can be

obtained by sorting all solutions in the database according to their TAC values after an entire

computation is completed. For a random optimization run, the top five solutions are obtained

and presented in Table 3. Taking into account the error in the employed property predictive

models, the generation of multiple promising solutions is desirable since the solutions can be

further evaluated by experiments before making a final selection.



Table 3: Top five solutions obtained for the integrated solvent and process design problem

Ranking Optimal solvent Tab (K) Tde (K) TAC ($/year)

1 Solution 1, Table 1

2 Solution 2, Table 1

3 CH3CH(CHO)2 295.51 319.28 5291.23

4 CHO(CH2)2CHO 295.54 319.31 5394.91

5 CH3CH(OH)CHO 282.72 307.30 5490.98

The evolution of the best solution in each generation is depicted in Figure 5. The computation

experiences three turning points before it converges to the best known solution at the 15th

generation. All the corresponding solutions including the solvent molecule as well as the

absorption and desorption temperatures are shown in the figure.

Figure 5: The evolution of the best solution in each generation
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Conclusion

This paper proposes a hybrid stochastic-deterministic optimization method for integrated

solvent and process design. The efficiency and robustness of the method has been demonstrated

on a gas absorption process where solvent molecular structures and process operating

conditions were simultaneously optimized to maximize the overall economic performance of

the process. This approach is applicable beyond the integrated solvent and process design

problem addressed in this work, and can be recommended for use in other large-scale MINLP

optimizations.

The reliability of solvent design depends on the accuracy of the predictive models used for

estimating solvent physical properties. One commonly used approach to improve the prediction

accuracy is to use higher-level property models, such as higher-order GC models (Marrero and

Gani, 2001). However, it should be noted that the computational complexity is significantly

increased when higher-order groups are included due to the much larger number of design

variables and equations. It is recommended that at the beginning of solvent and process design,

complex predictive models which largely complicate the computation without significantly

improving the reliability of results should be avoided. Instead of providing only one optimal

solution, the proposed method facilitates the generation of multiple promising solutions, which

can then be more rigorously evaluated using higher-level property models or experimental

properties, if available.



Nomenclature

List of parameters

Symbol Parameter description Value or source

∆MWj contribution of group j to MW group-specific in g/mol

∆Pj contribution of group j to Pc Scilipoti et al. (2014)

∆Vj contribution of group j to Vc Scilipoti et al. (2014)

∆Tj contribution of group j to Tb/Tc Scilipoti et al. (2014)

∆Aj association contribution of group j Scilipoti et al. (2014)

∆µj, ∆Nj contribution of group j to µ Scilipoti et al. (2014)

aj, bj, cj, dj contribution of group j to Cp
Rihani and Doraiswamy
(1965)

tmj contribution of group j to Tm
Constantinou and Gani
(1994)

dimensionless association factor 1.0

dp packing size of 2-inch saddles 5.08 cm

d column diameter 30.0 cm

ky local mass transfer coefficient in gas phases 1.70×107 mol/(cm2×s)

a surface area per volume for the saddle packing 1.05 cm2/cm3

Ptot operating pressure of column 1 atm

amj,j
UNIFAC interaction parameters between
groups mj and j Gmehling et al. (1982)

rj UNIFAC volume parameter of group j Gmehling et al. (1982)

Ri Van der Waals volume of component i N/A

qj UNIFAC surface area parameter of group j Gmehling et al. (1982)

Qi Van der Waals surface area of component i N/A

R1i
modified residual activity coefficient of
component i in the mixture N/A

R2i

modified residual activity coefficient of
component i in a reference solution containing
only molecules of component i

N/A

Cp,air heat capacity of air 29.19 J/(mol×K)

Tam ambient temperature 305.15 K

ζ cooling cycle efficiency 0.80

ψEL electricity price 0.06 $/kwh

ψHS heating steam price 2.57×10−4 $/mol



∆ enthalpy of vaporization of water at 250 °C 1715.8 kJ/kg

PBT payback time 8 years

ψS0 parameter of linearized shell cost model 5100 $

ψS parameter of linearized shell cost model 6.56 $/cm

ψP packing price 7.42×10−4 $/cm3

List of variables

Symbol Variable description Unit

nj number of group j in the molecule N/A

Pc critical pressure atm

Vc critical volume cm3/mol

V molar volume at the normal boiling temperature cm3/mol

Tb normal boiling temperature K

Tc critical temperature K

Psat saturated vapor pressure atm

T temperature K

µ viscosity mPa×s

Cp heat capacity cal/(mol×K)

Tm normal melting temperature K

MW molecular weight g/mol

infinite dilution diffusion coefficient of A in S cm2/s

infinite dilution diffusion coefficient of S in A cm2/s

DAS diffusion coefficient of the A and S mixture cm2/s

x mole fraction in the liquid phase N/A

y mole fraction in the gas phase N/A

kL liquid-film mass transfer coefficient cm/s

ν kinematic viscosity 0.01×cm2/s

v0 superficial flow velocity cm/s

N molar flow rate mol/s

Ky overall mass transfer coefficient mol/(cm2×s)

m vapor-liquid equilibrium constant N/A

kx local mass transfer coefficient in liquid phases mol/(cm2×s)

dz differential packing height of column cm

Z packing height of column cm



γ activity coefficient N/A

γC combinatorial part for the activity coefficient N/A

γR residual part for the activity coefficient N/A

TAC total annual cost $/year

UC annual utility cost $/year

CI annual capital investment $/year

QCooling cooling duty J/s

QHeating heating duty J/s

UCC annual cooling utility cost $/year

UCH annual heating utility cost $/year

Cshell cost of column shell $

Cpacking cost of column packing $

Indices

ab absorption column

de desorption column

G gas phase

L liquid phase

A acetone

S solvent

j, mj group index

i, ii component index

in inlet steams

out outlet steams

eq equilibrium composition
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